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The Pure Trust textbook. Everyday explainations, with great detail; how-to make and run Common

Law Pure Trusts to protect your assets, gain liability protection, avoid probate, reduce taxes and live

in privacy. This is the book that tells you everything you need to know about Pure Trusts. It is what

the Big Boys use to protect their assets and pay no taxes. Used by professionals, accountants,

financial managers, written for the average business entrepreneur.
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I recently read this book and it deals with the best kept secret in the industry!!!! I was some what

skeptical at first, but when I found out that it is perfectly legal, I couldn't put the book down! I had

never heard of the "pure trust" and when I made the discovery, I was astounded! I didn't know that I

could LEGALLY LOWER MY SALARY AND TAXABLE INCOME WITHOUT TAKING A PAYCUT!!!!

In addition, quite a few bills I currently pay (i.e. utilities, mortgage, etc.), could LEGALLY become

legitimate expenses of the pure trust!!! You HAVE to get this book to find out how! Don't believe

me? How about this. It tells you why this particular type of trust is prefered by some VERY

prominant people (which it even lists, by name)! In the past, this was something that was reserved

only for the rich, but not anymore! Even if you don't think you need a trust or even if you already

have a trust, the information you will gain from this book is second to none! Even if you don't want to

know, you NEED to know. You'll kick yourself later if you don't!

Ignorance of the law is no excuse, but that does not prevent these "cpa/lawyer-types" in their

reviews from going on and on in an effort to keep you ignorant. How many "lawyers/cpas" do you



know that give free advise on their own time? So after skimming a few of these "pro bono" editorials,

I concluded that the "truth hurts" and I ordered the book. Thanks! This book concisely gives you

what you need to know to make an informed decision as to whether or not to pursue Common-Law

trusts any further. And that is all I wanted. Yes, there is an additional charge for a form-filled, step by

step manual, but you know ahead of time if it is worth pursuing. In my mind it is. A one-time charge

of $500 is peanuts compared to the liability protection. Good info that the global elite do not want us

to have.

Great seller! !! Would recommend to friends and family!

To keep your interest and keep this short simply know that this book in my hand contains NO

LEGAL ADVICE nor does it contain ANY INFORMATION ON HOW TO ESTABLISH A COMMON

LAW TRUST. This book is simply the precursor to the authors' self-help book which runs (...)! Also

this book contains NO LEGAL CODE!!!IRS of otherwise. The authors' obviously expect the reader

to have a lot of faith in the truth of their deductions.It may be true that Thomas Jefferson and Ross H

Perot have established common law trusts but they had their lawyers do all the work!!! The actual

paperwork of the trust is simple but it is necessary to pay for advice on how to file correctly. ALso,

you may want to have a "professional" overview and inspect your work to make sure the IRS will

have no problems with you.Anyone reading this book should look for a book which contains

encoded filing information...actual court cases and actual code always helps the reader understand

and believe at the same time!!

I was recommended this book by my father. Everyone needs to know about this form of protecting

assets no matter what level of income you may be. This book is easy and fast reading. Anyone

concerned about securing their financial future NEEDS to read this text.
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